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You can't stop their beat
UNK's Nebrakats razzle dazzle their holiday audience

Kristen Buckman
Guest Writer

T he Nebrakats Show Choir showcased their song and dance talents during their holiday concert in the Fine Arts Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Building on Wednesday, Dec. 5.

The 12-voice ensemble performed a energetic mix of show tunes, jazz standards and holiday classics; including "You Can't Stop the Beat" from the Broadway musical "Hairspray," "All I Want for Christmas is You" by Mariah Carey and "Silent Night" by Boys II Men.

Photos by Kristen Buckman
Top Nebrakats members Clifford Helman, left, and Katharina Bauer, center, show off their best dance during the performance of "Brazilian Noel."

The Nebrakats Show Choir performed a mix of energetic jazz and show tunes and holiday classics.

"I don't feel safe, with the shooting at Virginia Tech, Westroads, the Colorado High School shooting, plus all the copycats, I don't," Eugene Conley, Darci Boyer, Katherine Bauer and Brittany Edmonson, show the audience some love as they sing the Mariah Carey hit "All I Want for Christmas is You."

UNK reacts to Omaha tragedy

von Maur

UNK's Nebrakats and staff put up a body condition of "You Can't Stop the Beat." For the first time in Unbraska's history, "Hairspray." The choir has performed a mix of energetic jazz and show tunes and holiday classics.

"I never walk alone on campus at night," Stephanie Shaik, a sophomore elementary education major from Bellevue, Neb. said. "If I have to, I will call someone to come and pick me up. You can never be too careful."

Any student can also call Public Safety officers on campus who offer a program called Safe Walk, when an officer in uniform will escort you on campus from one location to the other. The service can be used by anyone on campus and is free of charge. The number is 308-627-4811.

Counter photos by Eric Gregory of the Lincoln Journal-Star
Gray: An Omaha Police Officer stands outside his patrol car briefly while manning one of the entrances to the Von Maur store at the Westroads shopping mall in Omaha the morning after a rampage that killed six people and injured more than 20 Friday. The shooting in Odessa was one of a string of violent acts in the Midwest earlier this month. The shooting in Odessa within a ten mile radius of Kearney, Dec. 6.

Students and staff were notified about the reported shooting in Odessa within hours. Barbara Johnson, Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance, said in a press release on Dec. 6 alerting the campus that the shooting in Odessa was being investigated.

University officials did not have any information to indicate there was a danger to the campus community but decided to put out an e-mail alert and signs were posted on residence hall doors. Johnson said, "Given the widely publicized events that occurred in Omaha yesterday coupled with other well-known recent events around the nation involving violence, we thought it wise that we notify members of our campus to be vigilant of your surroundings."

With this mounting December violence, just how safe do students feel during this holiday season? The campus shootings at Virginia Tech are still on some student's minds.
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A variety of choices for Japanese students

Students decide to go home, stay in the states or get graduated

Keiji Kurohashi
Antelope Staff

Career Services builds bright futures

Benjamin Webb
Antelope Staff

The Writers Guild of America, West
(WGA) is a labor union representing television producers, directors, script supervisors, editors, and radio writers working in the United States.

The strike is against the Academy of Television Producers (AMPTP), a trade organization which represents the interests of producers. The Writers Guild of America (WGA) has asked AMPTP to reopen talks. The union's contract expired on Friday, November 9, and the strike began the following Monday.

The strike is expected to last for at least six months. The Writers Guild of America, West (WGA) and the Academy of Television Producers (AMPTP) are two of the major labor unions in Hollywood. The Writers Guild of America represents approximately 12,000 writers, while the Academy of Television Producers represents about 40,000 producers.

The strike is expected to affect the production of television shows and movies. Many shows are expected to be delayed or cancelled altogether.

The strike is also expected to have a significant impact on the economy. The Writers Guild of America estimates that the strike could cost the economy up to $2 billion per week.

The strike is the result of negotiations between the Writers Guild of America and the Academy of Television Producers. The current contract expired on Friday, November 9, and talks between the two sides have failed to produce a new agreement.

In the 2007 negotiations, the Writers Guild of America grew stronger, while the AMPTP weakened. The Writers Guild of America secured a new agreement that included a 7% raise for writers, as well as a $700 million fund for writers who lost their jobs during the strike. The AMPTP offered a less generous agreement.
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To familiarize yourself with the practice tests are a good way of preparation books do not. Their hints and strategies that the consultant with a faculty member. It is also a good idea to review.

Kaplan, Nova and the Princeton Review.

Record Examination (GRE) are spent by students to practice and sample test questions. which provide students with mistakes the test will adjust and sees on the test are based on every point. The Kaplan study guide, they point out that every extra time on this section is important for studying and learning to make the test easier.

The GRE is organized in the Kaplan guide, their response of the previous test or the test-taking process is inadvisable. It is also helpful to talk with students who have also taken the test recently. Laura Larsen, a PRONE senior political science student, recently took the GRE but does not recommend the test-taking process is challenging and frustrating for everyone. Larsen said that practice tests are a good way to familiarize yourself with the process before test day.

The GRE is organized into different sections. The first section of the exam is the verbal section, which must be completed in 30 minutes. The verbal section tests vocabulary, verbal reasoning skills, and reading comprehension. The quantitative section must be completed in 45 minutes and consists of 20 multiple choice questions. This section tests basic mathematical skills, the ability to understand mathematical concepts, and reasoning skills. The analytical writing section tests student's ability to understand and analyze arguments and to understand and draw logical conclusions. The test taker is given 75 minutes to complete this section. Larsen said that the verbal section is especially difficult and hard to master, so it would be wise to spend extra time on this section when studying to learn the strategies that make it easier.

In the Kaplan study guide, they point out that every problem that the test taker sees on the test are based on how you answered the previous question. If the test taker keeps getting the questions correct the test will get harder and harder. If the test taker mistakes the test will adjust and start giving the test taker easier problems.

UNK students can take the GRE at the testing center located in the College of Education. To register, contact the testing center at (308) 865-8104 to set up a date and time to take the test.

For GRE success, begin prep now.

Elizabeth Wisser Staff Writer

Preparing for the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) can be a daunting task, but must be done if one wishes to further their education. Just sitting and thinking about taking a difficult standardized test for four hours straight takes a toll on the brain, but with proper preparation the GRE becomes a little less scary.

It is extremely important to make an effort to study for the GRE before you take the test. Many students buy GRE test preparation books, which provide students with strategies for taking the test and sample test questions. Most preparation books also have practice tests, which allow students to practice their test-taking skills before test day. Some good GRE test preparation books include Kaplan, Nova, and the Princeton Review.

It is also a good idea to consult with a faculty member who has taken the GRE. Although they may have taken the test long ago, they can still provide students with useful hints and strategies that the preparation books do not. Their experience gives students an idea of what to expect.

Many students buy test prep books and take an actual test to see how much effort actually goes into putting on an event as simple as a half time prom. Summer was not kidding when he mentions all the effort others. Getting a hold of and meeting with sponsors could at times be one of the most challenging things of all. So for the minds putting together some races, mini- tractor races, and obstacles to grab the attention of the crowd, all that came natural. Each and every student in the class was put in a management role in their group of seven at least once this semester. Making the activities become more and more creative. Creative was the word of the semester for these students. Creativity is what gets the audience's attention and you can definitely tell when a group was creative or not. Not only did the crowds love the entertainment, but the students also provided classes for students personal statement and actual test situations, professional attire and entertainment, personal statement and actual test situations.

There are many ways that undergraduate students prepare influences for the LSAT. Brock Abbey, a senior at UNK, believes this is the easiest way to prepare.

As for the minds putting in the students. All came natural. The best thing for my understanding was the logic games. Abbey said. With many standardized tests, students are allowed to take the LSAT more than once. On average, most students take the LSAT twice. I think the best test was the LSAT. Although the major factors that admission committees consider are the LSAT score and the undergraduate GPA. The committee members also take into account the quality of the undergraduate institution, course of study, any internship (or summer) one day standardized test required for admission to all ABA-approved law schools. Many law schools also provide classes for students and practice tests so students know what to expect.

I think the hardest thing for me to understand was the logic games, Abbey said. With many standardized tests, students are allowed to take the LSAT more than once. On average, most students take the LSAT twice. I think the best test was the LSAT. Although the major factors that admission committees consider are the LSAT score and the undergraduate GPA. The committee members also take into account the quality of the undergraduate institution, course of study, any internship (or summer) experience, which is hands on experience, which is something you can't teach in a library. It eliminates things that can be taught in the classroom, that all came natural. As for the minds putting in the students. All came natural.

I think the hardest thing for me to understand was the logic games, Abbey said. With many standardized tests, students are allowed to take the LSAT more than once. On average, most students take the LSAT twice. I think the best test was the LSAT. Although the major factors that admission committees consider are the LSAT score and the undergraduate GPA. The committee members also take into account the quality of the undergraduate institution, course of study, any internship (or summer) experience, which is something you can't teach in a library. It eliminates things that can be taught in the classroom, that all came natural. As for the minds putting in the students. All came natural.

I think the hardest thing for me to understand was the logic games, Abbey said. With many standardized tests, students are allowed to take the LSAT more than once. On average, most students take the LSAT twice. I think the best test was the LSAT. Although the major factors that admission committees consider are the LSAT score and the undergraduate GPA. The committee members also take into account the quality of the undergraduate institution, course of study, any internship (or summer) experience, which is something you can't teach in a library. It eliminates things that can be taught in the classroom, that all came natural. As for the minds putting in the students. All came natural.
The winning essay:

Seeking international students on campus: A further step in promoting cultural awareness

by Mira Francis Sabbah

The desired dream of harmony among all human beings (utopia), who share similar values and beliefs, ignores and underestimates the uniqueness of the world, which relies on the combinations of various cultures and traditions. Coming to the United States made me realize the significance of new perspectives that all nationalities bring, including Chinese, Japanese, Hispanic, Colombian, Arabic, Jewish, and many others. As a Middle Eastern individual, specifically Christian Arab Israeli, I offer several cultural perceptions to the American culture, which is a valuable gift for me as well as for the American community.

First, to improve communication and understanding between different cultures, people face the necessity of being multilingual at least bilingual. In spite of the fact that English is one of the worldwide languages, one cannot deny the need to familiarize one’s self with another foreign language as an initial appreciative approach toward other populations. Knowing Arabic, Hebrew and Hebrew fluently, frequently amazes many citizens in this country. The truth is I never had a choice to learn these languages; it was ‘obligatory’ in such a multicultural country. Therefore, bringing other languages to the American community exposes individuals to the need for acquiring languages other than English.

Second, holding different values and traditions enriches American society with new perceptions and encourages many citizens to educate themselves about my culture. For instance, cultural differences in non-verbal gestures may cause several misunderstandings; therefore, I find myself informing my American friends about these differences, a step which by itself contributes to bridging different two cultures and to increasing tolerance as well as understanding.

Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that international students on campus play an integral role in American culture. Their presence benefits every dimension of this community, such as enabling local residents to be exposed to different languages, traditions and values. Furthermore, as a result of social interaction and perhaps throughout pursuing advanced knowledge people become more aware of their racial attitudes toward these students and may modify the stereotypes they hold. Moreover, it is meaningful to address that coming to the United States does not solely benefits members of the American community; but it is highly instructive and life changing for international students as well.
The men's team will be led by preseason all-RMAC selection, Ross Bilbro and several other Loper seniors who will be looking to stand out this year in the longer distance races for the Loper seniors this year. Seth Yoerst, a senior long jumper, looks to stand out this year in the jumps area of competition. Seth Yoerst, a senior long jumper, looks to stand out this year in the jumps area of competition. Although Seth Yoerst does not give enough respect to the freshman coming into the program, We've had a very good nutrition class for this year, and I look for them to come in and contribute and surprise a lot of other teams.” The women's team will be led by Kelli Dring, preseason all-RMAC jumper and sprinter. Dring will be looking to qualify for nationals again this year.
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For this player profile I decided to come up with a question and answer session with Amy Mathis. After losing to them, we realized kind of took us back to reality. It’s been fun getting off to a fast season so far. I have already seen I’m pretty optimistic about our Q: How’s the season so far? A: 17th Loper to reach that mark. is a senior from Omaha who went Quick bio for Amy Mathis she to know Amy Mathis. some fun questions were also years on the hardwood however mutual respect for eachother. These became great friends and have a lot of senior year with Melissa. We have also learned to come into games we have a lot of potential. It makes me excited to see how we can do down the road. Q: What’s it like to get out of a fast Q: You and Melissa Hinkley are a fast start, but I think the key to USD on top of us back to reality. After losing to them, we noticed that despite our 4-0 start, we still have a lot of work to do. Q: Do you think that this team can reach the Elite Eight? A: I definitely think this team can make it to the Elite Eight. After close past, dominating a year, and adding some great new player I think our potential is incredible. Q: Any pressure being pre-season RMAC favorites? A: Being picked as an RMAC favorite before the season starts doesn’t say too much. I know I need to stay focused and set a northern and perform right in night and night out. Q: How do you think the young/ new players are doing? A: Our new girls have made great progress in such a short period of time. Petri is playing great and really learning the Emily Sanders told me she recently finished Kentucky in the Elite Eight. There new thing was that I realized the great community that has was impossible not to named Tim Tebow as in a perfect college football season the Heisman award. Tebow delivered, throwing a 67-yard strike to explore the possibility of the Heisman. But the college football season the Heisman would be announced after the bowl games, and the solution to the BCS problem it makes sense to announce a Heisman winner after its completion. should have a few more pounds. I would never want to take anything away from Tebow. To me, it’s the BCS that could make the best player in college football. Well now that I’ve got experience my fantasy world, it is time to come back to reality and prepare for the anything to happen during this year’s bowl games. BOWL GAME YOU ABSOLUTELY CANNOT MISS Heisman finalist Daron McFadden and Chase Daniel square off for the first time. Who will win McFadden’s legs or Daniel’s arm? If you would like to see something around the Antelope, feel free to e-mail me at kmorton@unk.edu.
Deck the Halls in all its splendor

Garland and bows deck the beautiful halls and stairwells, creating a sense of holiday cheer for the historic Frank House, one of Kearney’s holiday treasures. Some people have spent their entire lives in Kearney and never set foot in the famous mansion, not even during the busy Christmas season. What is the real story behind the house, its significance to Kearney’s history and why is the holiday season the perfect time to visit?

The Frank House hosts an Annual Christmas Walk from Nov. 28 through Dec. 10 and Dec. 12. Throughout the Christmas season, the house is extravagantly decorated in a Victorian style.

Sarah Jones works as the education coordinator at the Frank House while working toward a UNK art history major with an interest in decorative arts. She said working in a historic home is an excellent job for someone with her interests. Jones said, “I like the story of the Frank family, and the history of early Kearney is very interesting.”

George W. Frank served as an important role in the building of Kearney. He helped finance completion of the Kearney canal, the electrical power plant and the electric railway system, which all boosted the attraction of the city for potential citizens. Contributions from the Franks do not stop there. The Frank House was the first home west of the Mississippi River to be wired for electricity during construction. The house was and still is the showpiece of Kearney, with two bathrooms, steam heating, built-in closets, servants’ quarters and the biggest Tiffany window in a residence in the Midwest. Jones said, “Kearney is really a case study of what happened when G.W. Frank came to Kearney in 1872 to prospect, and he returned to stay in 1884.

Construction of the Frank House started in 1886. The house was finished in 1889. The Frank House was the first house west of the Missouri River to be wired for electricity during its construction.

The Frank House is a three-story mansion, including a basement, that exuded the wealth of the Franks. The house was not only wired with electricity but also innovatively included several large closets, servants’ quarters and indoor plumbing. Surrounded by hand-carved oak, one of the many beautifully-tiled fireplaces heats the halls and stairwells of the Frank House during winter.

The Frank House is the only American artist included in the Art Nouveau Movement, the creator of these elaborate windows. Education Coordinator Sarah Jones said she feels that G.W. Frank picked this design because it represents youth, vitality and growth, all of the things which he hoped for Kearney.

Public tours began in 1976.
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We want books with this sticker!